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Abstract
It is a well-established fact that the government bureaucracy in many

developing countries is large, di¢ cult to understand, non-transparent and
time-consuming. However, �de jure�bureaucratic procedures sometimes
have little to do with how �rms or individuals actually go about when deal-
ing with the government bureaucracy. One institution that has emerged in
many countries is a specialized intermediary, henceforth called dispatcher,
that assists individuals and �rms in their contacts with the public sector.
It is often the workings of this �de facto� institution, rather than the de
jure procedure, that determines outcomes. A model where �rms demand
a license from the government bureaucracy is developed in order to ad-
dress two sets of questions related to the use of dispatchers. First, what
is the impact of dispatchers on time and resources that �rms spend in
obtaining licenses and what is the impact on the degree of informality, i.e.
on the fraction of �rms that choose to not get the license? How do these
results depend on the organization of bureaucrats and dispatchers, the
regulatory framework and the extent of corruption in the bureaucracy?
Second, what are the incentives of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers to
try to make regulation more/less complicated? When are the incentives
of bureaucrats and dispatchers to create �red tape� aligned? Ultimately
and ideally, the answers to these questions can help explain why reforms
of the public sector have been so di¢ cult.
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1 Introduction

It is a well-established fact that the government bureaucracy in many developing
countries is large, di¢ cult to understand, non-transparent and time-consuming.
In the countries with the longest delays, it takes approximately a factor of
one hundred as long time to start up a �rm as it does in the countries with
the shortest delays. In the most expensive countries, it costs approximately a
factor of one thousand as much as in the least expensive countries (measured in
relation to each country�s GNI). For this same procedure (starting a �rm), the
fastest and least expensive procedures are found in the developed world, while
the longest delays and most expensive procedures are found in the developing
world. Similar di¤erences hold for other bureaucratic procedures (Djankov et
al., 2002; World Bank, 2009a).

However, such reported "de jure" procedures sometimes have little to do with
how �rms or individuals actually go about when dealing with the government
bureaucracy. One institution that has emerged in many countries is a specialized
intermediary, henceforth called dispatcher, that assists individuals and �rms in
their contacts with the public sector. It is often the workings of this "de facto"
institution, rather than the de jure procedure, that determines outcomes such
as how many �rms or individuals go through a certain bureaucratic procedure,
processing times, waiting times and �nancial costs.

In the strict meaning of the word, a dispatcher is someone that expedites
tasks, that gets tasks out of his hands, that gets things done. Here, it also takes
the meaning of facilitator as well as proxy and someone with power of attorney.
That is, the dispatcher is an intermediary that can represent an individual or
a �rm at the government bureaucracy, in order to expedite and facilitate tasks
that the individual or �rm needs to get done.

This paper is centered around two sets of questions: First, what is the impact
of dispatchers on time and resources that �rms spend in obtaining licenses and
what is the impact on the degree of informality, i.e. on the fraction of �rms
that choose to not go through a particular bureaucratic procedure? How do
these results depend on the organization of bureaucrats and dispatchers, the
regulatory framework and the extent of corruption in the bureaucracy?
The second set of questions relates to the incentives of bureaucrats and

dispatchers. What are the incentives of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers
to try to make regulation more/less complicated? When are the incentives of
bureaucrats and dispatchers to create "red tape" aligned? To what extent do
the answers to these questions depend on the organization of bureaucrats and
dispatchers? Ultimately and ideally, the answers to these questions can help
explain why reforms of the public sector have been so di¢ cult.

To address these questions, I develop a model in which there are �rms that
demand a license from the government bureaucracy. The license brings a pro-
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duction bene�t to the �rms and is acquired by going through a procedure at
the government bureaucracy. The procedure consists of a number of steps to
be completed, where each step involves an interaction with one bureaucrat that
is a monopolist in this speci�c step of the procedure. Each step has a �nancial
cost, a time cost at the bureaucrat ("standing in line") and a time cost of going
to the bureaucrat ("transport"). The number of steps in the procedure is an
important parameter in the model.

The license can also be acquired through a dispatcher. Firms have an incen-
tive to use dispatchers to get the license because these eliminate the time cost of
going through the bureaucratic procedure. Dispatchers function as a "one stop
shop" to get the license. In section 3, I motivate this way of modeling dispatch-
ers by providing evidence from di¤erent parts of the world on the time saving
nature of the dispatcher activity. I also discuss reasons for why dispatchers have
a "superior technology" in handling bureaucratic procedures.

A closer look at the dispatching activity reveals that demand-side reasons
related to time saving are not the full story. The dispatching activity is common
in countries which also rank high on bureaucratic corruption and, as already
indicated above, the modeling of corruption is a key element of the paper.
Depending on the type of corruption, the reasons for the existence of dis-

patchers di¤er. I model both the case where the bureaucracy is characterized
by "according to rules corruption" and the case where there is instead "bending
the rules corruption". In addition, the number of steps of the procedure where
there are corrupt bureaucrats is another parameter in the analysis.

When corruption is "according to rules", which is the main model in the
paper (sections 3-7), corrupt bureaucrats accept bribes directly from �rms and
let these avoid the time cost at the bureaucracy (i.e. avoid "standing in lines").
Bureaucrats still perform their job, however. Bribing corrupt bureaucrats to
avoid standing in line is thus also a means through which to acquire the li-
cense. The supply-side reason for the existence of dispatchers in this scenario is
that by accepting bribes not only directly but also through dispatchers, corrupt
bureaucrats can earn a higher bribe revenue.
The license can thus be acquired either through the de jure bureaucracy,

through bribing or through dispatchers. The �rm can also choose to not get the
license at all, i.e. to remain informal.

To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the �rst to make explicit the
demand-side role of dispatchers as time-savers and the supply-side role as a
channel for "according to rules corruption", and use this framework to analyze
the e¤ects on time/resources spent on getting licenses, on informality and on
incentives to create red tape. Together with Bose and Gangopadhyay (2008), it
is also one of the �rst papers that explicitly models pro�t maximizing dispatch-
ers ("intermediary" in their terminology). In addition, the e¤ects of di¤erent
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organization structures of corrupt bureaucrats as well as of di¤erent degrees of
competition in the dispatcher sector are analyzed.1

In an extension in section 8.2, the model is modi�ed and reinterpreted, and
corruption is instead "bending the rules". That is, �rms bribe to get a reduction
in regulation. As an example of clearly detrimental "bending the rules" corrup-
tion involving intermediaries, Bertrand et al. (2007) provide evidence that the
way to obtain a driver´s license in Delhi, India, without actually learning how
to drive, is through an intermediary ("agent" in their terminology).

With bending the rules corruption, there are additional reasons for the ex-
istence of dispatchers. From the demand side, if �rms trying to bribe honest
bureaucrats can get �ned, it will be safer to work through dispatchers because
these possess a superior knowledge about which bureaucrats are corrupt. The
expected penalty for �rms will then be lower. Another argument is that indirect
bribing, i.e. going through dispatchers, can provide the reduction in regulation
for sure, whereas direct bribing cannot (Hasker and Okten, 2007; Bose and Gan-
gopadhyay, 2008). In both cases, the expected bene�t from bribing is higher
when going through dispatchers than when bribing directly.
From the supply side, bureaucrats that bend the rules can get caught from

not following the law.2 By working through intermediaries, with whom bureau-
crats have a repeated relationship, the risk of getting caught is reduced. This
is because bureaucrats and dispatchers are "partners in crime", both earning
corruption pro�ts. They are therefore unlikely to reveal each other.
In section 8.2, these demand-side and supply-side reasons for the existence

of dispatchers are included in the model.

The main contributions of the paper are fourfold. First, it provides one of
the �rst formal analyses of the dispatcher function and of the organization of
bureaucrats and dispatchers. Second, the paper explicitly models an extensive
margin � informality � and shows that dispatchers can reduce informality in
bureaucratic procedures. Third, the analysis shows that dispatchers can con-
tribute substantially to improve welfare, something which contrasts with earlier
literature on the subject. Fourth, the conditions under which bureaucrats and
dispatchers have incentives to create red tape, possibly reversing welfare gains,
are analyzed.
The contribution of the "bending the rules" case is the contrast it provides

with the main model. Instead of the possibility that dispatchers may improve

1 In its analysis of red tape, the paper is also somewhat related to the work by Lui (1985).
Whereas in Lui�s model, corrupt bureaucrats may or may not have an incentive to slow
down/speed up a bureaucratic procedure, in this paper, red tape works through corrupt bu-
reaucrats� incentives to increase or decrease the number of steps in the procedure. Besides
the channels being di¤erent to those in Lui (1985), the value added here is also to add inter-
mediaries into the red tape analysis.

2Bending the rules corruption is thus considered to be a more severe type of corruption. I
abstract from a government and penalties altogether in the "according to rules" case.
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welfare, the results resemble those of Hasker and Okten (2007). With a di¤erent
view on regulation altogether, these authors provide a model with "bending the
rules" corruption and show that intermediaries can have a detrimental impact
on the amount of regulation e¤ectively faced by �rms and that anticorruption
policies become ine¤ective in the presence of intermediaries.

The paper proceeds as follows. Some stylized facts about dispatchers are
presented in section 2. The main model, with "according to rules" corruption,
is presented in section 3. In section 4, the model is solved for the case without
dispatchers and in section 5 for the case with dispatchers. The solution is
discussed in section 6. In section 7, the incentives for bureaucrats/dispatchers
to create "red tape" are discussed. The extension/reinterpretation of the model,
with "bending the rules" corruption, in addition to some further IO aspects
of the model, are presented in section 8. Section 9 discusses the results and
concludes. Finally, some of the derivations are found in the appendix.

2 Stylized facts about dispatchers

Corruption and red tape in the government bureaucracy are phenomena that
are fairly well-understood, at least from a theoretical viewpoint (see for instance
Bardhan, 1997; Rose-Ackerman, 1999 and Svensson, 2003). Much less is known
about dispatchers in general, the relation to corruption and the interplay be-
tween bureaucrats and dispatchers. This section presents stylized facts about
dispatchers in di¤erent parts of the world and provides a rationale for the model
to be presented.

Di¤erent types of intermediaries assisting with bureaucratic contacts, "dis-
patchers", are common throughout the developing world. Myrdal (1968) docu-
ments their existence in India and Oldenburg (1987) goes further with a more
formal account of the role of intermediaries in a land consolidation program
in Uttar Pradesh. Oldenburg identi�es di¤erent roles of intermediaries within
and outside the bureaucracy and details the functions of "brokers", "touts",
"scribes", "consolidators", "helpers" and "barkers" within the land consolida-
tion program. Levine (1975) documents the existence of intermediaries in the
interface between the Ghanaian bureaucracy and �rms and individuals.

The prevalence of "despachantes", used in bureaucratic contacts in Brazil,
is documented by Rosenn (1971) and, from a sociological and anthropologi-
cal viewpoint, by DaMatta (1979, 1984). When studying the formalization of
�rms, Stone et al. (1996), Zylbersztajn and Graça (2003) and Zylbersztajn
et al. (2007) provide evidence that using "despachantes" is the most common
way to formalize a �rm in Brazil. Husted (1994) describes how "coyotes" help
individuals obtain drivers�licenses in Mexico. Such "coyotes" are an example
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of "tramitadores", a more general and widely used term for (mostly) informal
intermediaries present in most of (Spanish-speaking) Latin America, assisting in-
dividuals and �rms with bureaucratic procedures ("tramites"). Proética (2006)
documents, for Peru, the degree of individuals�usage of "tramitadores" in di¤er-
ent bureaucratic contacts. Lambsdor¤ (2002) refers to "tramitadores" helping
out with the bureaucracy in El Salvador. Examples of reports documenting
the use of such intermediaries by �rms, at formalization are CIET (1998a, b)
and IFC (2007b) for Bolivia, CIEN (2001) for Guatemala, IFC (2008) for Hon-
duras and IFC (2007a) for Peru.3 Gancheva (1999) describes the use of similar
intermediaries by �rms in Bulgaria.

Although none of the papers above, with the possible exception of Oldenburg
(1987), is a speci�c study of the dispatcher function, they point at di¤erent
functions performed by such intermediaries. In some settings, the main reason
why individuals use dispatchers seems to be the dispatchers�knowledge of how
bureaucratic procedures actually work. In many countries with large and non-
transparent bureaucracies, actually �nding out what is required in order to get,
say, a passport, is a challenge in itself. Rosenn (1971) writes: "The despachante
functions e¤ectively because he knows how to �ll out the bewildering variety of
forms, to whom the copies should be delivered, and what documentation will be
required" (p. 537). Honduran �rms claim that they use "tramitadores", when
becoming formal, because of lack of uni�ed information from the authorities
regarding the formalization procedure (IFC, 2008). The same holds in a small
sample of microenterprises in Guatemala (CIEN, 2001). For Bulgarian �rms
obtaining an operations permit, "the procedures are not clear, nor are they
easily accessible to potential licenses applicants" (Gancheva, 1999, p. 22).

Time-saving in bureaucratic procedures is a related reason why individuals
and �rms use dispatchers. Data from the World Bank Enterprise surveys on
senior management time spent in dealing with requirements of government reg-
ulation con�rm that the time spent with regulation varies a great deal between
di¤erent parts of the world. Whereas the OECD average is 1.2% of a work week,
the world average is 7.5% and the Latin American/Caribbean average is 11.4%
(World Bank, 2009b). A 1996 report studying only a few countries showed sim-
ilar values for the Latin American countries (World Bank, 1996). The numbers
con�rm earlier work by de Soto (1989).

By frequent interactions, dispatchers learn how to handle the procedures
at the government o¢ ces and can solve the bureaucratic matters faster than a
particular individual or �rm. Dispatchers�processing of many applications at
the same time and having personal relations with bureaucrats are additional
reasons why these intermediaries possess a "superior technology". As a result,
the dispatchers�cost for acquiring licenses are lower.

3Another generic name, much in use in some parts of (Spanish-speaking) Latin America,
for the type of intermediary in mind, is "gestor".
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Furthermore, Stone et al. (1996) and Zylbersztajn and Graça (2003) indicate
that �rms use despachantes to become formal because these act much like "one
stop shops". The time-saving achieved by using dispatchers thus consists of two
parts: for dispatchers at the bureaucracy itself and for �rms by eliminating the
need to visit multiple o¢ ces. These two time-saving components will be made
explicit in the model that will be presented here.4

3 The model

The model is static and has three actors. First, there are �rms that demand a
license that brings a production bene�t to the �rm. The license can be obtained
by going through a bureaucratic procedure consisting of n steps. The second
component of the model is thus the bureaucracy, consisting of n bureaucrats.
The third component is the dispatcher sector, o¤ering the completion of the
bureaucratic procedure as a "one stop shop".

3.1 Firms

Firms, indexed by superscript i, di¤er in their production parameter Ai, which
is uniformly distributed on the unit interval, 0 < Ai � 1. There is a total
measure of 1 of �rms. Firms can get a production increase, from Ai to gAi,
where g > 1, if they go through the bureaucratic procedure. Firms maximize
pro�ts, which in this model is the same as maximizing production, by choosing
if and through which means to acquire the license.

3.2 Bureaucracy

The "de jure" bureaucratic procedure is modeled as n equal steps that the
�rm must go through to obtain the license. Each bureaucratic step consists of
one visit to the government bureaucracy in which the �rm interacts with one
bureaucrat who is a monopolist in this speci�c step and responsible for this
step only. The bureaucrat completes this one step and then the �rm has to
undertake the next step of the procedure, facing a new bureaucrat.

4From the supply side, one possible argument for the existence of dispatchers is that the
government allows dispatchers to exist as a means of helping individuals and �rms going
through bureaucratic procedures. Bureaucracy intermediaries then become a "second best"
option in societies where the government can do little to reform its bureaucracy. Another
supply-side argument explaining the existence of dispatchers may be that dispatchers are
easier to work with for bureaucrats because they "always have their papers in order". That is,
the cost for handling applications from dispatchers is lower. Bureaucrats would then be able
to serve more customers of the bureaucracy in less time, which would be socially bene�cial.
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Each step is associated with a �nancial cost p that is the actual cost faced
by the bureaucrat. In addition, going through the bureaucratic procedure also
means that the �rm spends time in licensing rather than in production. The
time cost has two components, a waiting time k per bureaucratic step ("standing
in line") and a transport time t per bureaucratic step. The per step time costs
are modeled as a cost per unit of production, i.e. Ai (k + t). The assumption
of the time cost being proportional to �rm productivity can be interpreted as
�rm management (rather than "o¢ ce boys") being involved in the licensing
procedure. Firms always have the option of getting the license through the de
jure procedure.5

Corruption in the bureaucracy is now introduced. Let m (� n) of the bu-
reaucrats be corrupt and, consequently, n�m honest. Corruption is "according
to rules", meaning that bureaucrats always complete the actual step and face
the cost p.6

In the direct interaction with �rms, each corrupt bureaucrat completes his
step but lets the �rm avoid the time cost k, i.e. avoid "standing in line". Direct
corruption is thus an alternative to get the license through which �rms avoid
standing in k lines. Each corrupt bureaucrat incurs the cost p, and charges a
pro�t maximizing price bc to the �rm. The total �nancial cost of a license, from
bureaucrats to �rms, becomes Bc � mbc + (n�m) p and the total time cost is
Ai (n�m) k +Aint.

In the indirect interaction with �rms, i.e. through dispatchers, each corrupt
bureaucrat completes his step according to the rules, incurs the cost p, and
charges a pro�t-maximizing price bd to dispatchers. The total �nancial cost of
a license, from bureaucrats to dispatchers, is Bd � mbd + (n�m) p.
By assumption, corrupt bureaucrats cannot price discriminate and honest

bureaucrats always charge the price p, irrespective of whether the interaction is
with a �rm (direct) or with a dispatcher (indirect).7

5 I abstract from sequential bargaining problems in the model. In studying roadblocks
holding up truck transports in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, Olken (2007) discusses a model in
which the bargaining problem at each roadblock changes as a truck travels along the road. In
analyzing central planning vs. transition n-step production chains in Russia, Blanchard and
Kremer (1997) also use a sequential bargaining model.

6Throughout the paper (except section 8.2), the cost p faced by a bureaucrat can be
considered as being delivered by the bureaucrat to his superior, without any stealing by the
bureaucrat. The actual step is always completed by the bureaucrat.

7The starting point is corrupt bureaucrats that set prices independently of each other
("decentralized bureaucrats"). I also allow for price setting in a coordinated ("centralized")
fashion. In this latter case, bureaucrats internalize the horizontal externality that arises when
prices are set independently. Centralized/decentralized is the terminology of Shleifer and
Vishny (1993, 1998). Bureaucrats always incurring the cost p constitutes the case "without
theft". The terminology used here is "according to rules"-corruption.
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3.3 Dispatchers

Dispatchers are the third alternative through which to get the license and it is a
"one stop shop" alternative.8 Dispatchers incur the cost Bd for the license and
charge �rms a pro�t maximizing price d for their service. This is the only cost
that �rms face when going to a dispatcher.
There are x dispatchers. Through Cournot competition, a mark-up is added

by the dispatcher sector. This speci�cation allows us to study, in a convenient
way, how the market structure of dispatchers a¤ects license allocations. By
assumption, dispatchers cannot price discriminate.9

Regarding notation and terminology in what follows, the de jure bureaucracy
is subindexed b, the direct corruption/bureaucracy bribe case is subindexed c
and the dispatcher case is subindexed d. Going through the procedure, using
any of the three means, is referred to as "getting the license". Not getting
the license is referred to as "remaining informal". If all �rms were to get the
license, the number of licenses awarded would be 1 and informality would be
0. Informality is thus one minus licenses awarded. Figure 1 summarizes the
problem set-up.

8As discussed in section 2, dispatchers have a superior technology for handling the bureau-
cratic procedure.

9Three quali�cations for the speci�cation of the dispatcher activity are given here. First,
the zero time cost of dispatchers at the bureaucracy is obviously a limit case but a small time
cost (< k) at honest bureaucrats would not change the qualitative results of the analysis.
Similarly, adding a small time cost of �rms�interaction with dispatchers would not change the
qualitative results and is therefore omitted. Third, although x, the number of dispatchers, is
exogenous in the model, one can think of x as inversely related to entry costs into the sector.
Such entry costs can consist of getting to know the bureaucratic procedure, how to handle it
in an expeditious way, knowing the corrupt bureaucrats, etc.
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Figure 1. The problem set-up.

3.4 Timing, equilibrium concept and solution method

The timing is as follows. First, each bureaucrat sets two bribe levels, bc and
bd, taking the decisions of the other m � 1 corrupt bureaucrats as given. Due
to symmetry, all bureaucrats set the same bribe levels. Firms and dispatchers,
respectively, take the total bribe levels Bc and Bd as given. Second, given Bd,
each of the x dispatchers simultaneously sets a dispatcher price d (which is
equal for all dispatchers due to symmetry). Finally, �rms take Bc and d as
given and maximize the pro�ts. That is, �rms decide if and through which
means to acquire the license. A subgame perfect equilibrium is derived by
backward induction: direct and indirect �rm demand for licenses is derived,
then the pro�t maximization problem of dispatchers is solved and, �nally, the
corrupt bureaucrats solve their pro�t maximization problem.10

4 Solving the model �without dispatchers

In this section, the model is solved for the case without dispatchers. It serves
as a point of comparison for the full analysis in sections 5, 6 and 7 and most
10 If corruption is centralized, the m corrupt bureaucrats take one joint decision on total

direct and indirect bribe levels.
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of the discussion is postponed until the full solution, including dispatchers, has
been presented.

4.1 Firm demand

Firms choose between getting a license the de jure way, through bribing or to
remain informal. This section derives the demand function for acquiring the
license through bribing, which is the part of demand that is relevant for pro�t
maximizing corrupt bureaucrats.
There are two productivity thresholds which are relevant in constructing this

demand curve and which of these that applies depends on the optimal bribe set
by corrupt bureaucrats. The relevant threshold for the choice between the de
jure bureaucracy and corruption is Aibc, which is the solution to

gAi � np�Ai (nk + nt) = gAi �Bc �Ai ((n�m) k + nt)
) Aibc =

Bc � np
mk

: (1)

The LHS in the �rst equality in (1) is net production when getting the
license the de jure way and the RHS is net production when getting the license
through bribing to avoid the time cost k at the m corrupt bureaucrats. As the
�rm obtains the license in both cases, Aibc does not depend on the production
gain, g � 1.
The relevant threshold for the choice between corruption and informality is

Aic, which is the solution to

gAi�Bc�Ai ((n�m) k + nt) = Ai ) Aic =
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt : (2)

The LHS in (2) is net production when bribing, while the RHS is net pro-
duction when remaining informal. It is instructive to also derive the threshold
for the choice between the de jure bureaucracy and informality, Aib:

gAi�np�Ain (k + t) = Ai ) Aib =
np

g � 1� nk � nt : (3)

Intuitively, if Bc is low, such that Aic < Aib, all �rms that get the license
will get it by bribing and the relevant threshold for the demand function is Aic.
When Bc is instead high, such that Aic > Aib, some �rms that get the license
�nd it pro�table to go through the de jure bureaucracy instead. The threshold
relevant for corrupt bureaucrats�demand function is instead Aibc.
At the point where Aic equals A

i
b, by construction A

i
bc takes the same value.

By noting that for small Bc we have Aibc < A
i
c < A

i
b and for large Bc we have

Aibc > A
i
c > A

i
b, and by using the fact that the �rm distribution is uniform, the

demand function for corrupt bureaucrats can be written as follows:
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Qc(Bc) = 1�Max
�
Aic,A

i
bc

	
= 1�Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

�
: (4)

Finally, the cuto¤ bribe level for which we have Aib = A
i
c = A

i
bc, is given by

�B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt : (5)

4.2 Bureaucrats�pro�t maximization

With decentralized corruption, each corrupt bureaucrat sets his price bc without
taking into account the individual prices ~bc set by the other m � 1 corrupt
bureaucrats (Bardhan, 1997; Shleifer and Vishny, 1993).11

The pro�t function of the individual corrupt bureaucrat is bribe revenue
minus cost, i.e. bc� p, times demand. Using the demand function from (4), the
pro�t maximization problem becomes:

Choose bc to maximize

(bc � p)�
�
1�Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
: (6)

Note that this formulation incorporates a constraint on each optimal can-
didate in relation to �B. That is, solving the problem with the assumption of
Aibc > A

i
c gives a candidate for optimum that must be larger than �B, and vice

versa if we instead start by assuming that Aibc < A
i
c. If neither of the candidates

ful�lls its corresponding condition, the optimal solution is instead �B (which, by
construction, gives Aic = A

i
bc =Max

�
Aic,A

i
bc

	
).

The solution to (6) is obtained by taking the �rst-order conditions with
respect to bc, applying symmetry between bureaucrats (~bc = bc) and solving for
bc, aggregating to get Bc and then comparing with �B to check when the solution
applies. As the paper focuses on how the size of the bureaucracy a¤ects license
allocations, I equate the expression for each candidate for optimal Bc with the
threshold bribe level �B and solve for the values of n for which the solution
applies. The solution is presented in �gure 2 below and in the discussion that
follows.12 The left-hand panel shows the optimal bureaucracy price as a function
of the size of the bureaucracy. The right panel shows, for each value of n, the
allocation of licenses.13

11The total bureaucracy price Bc is then written as Bc = bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p.
12See appendix 1 for a statement of the �rst-order conditions and for the complete solution

to the problem.
13The vertical axis in the right-hand panel is �rm productivity Ai. The graph thus shows

the productivity spectrum of �rms that get the license (above the curve) and remain informal
(below the curve) for each level of n. Although n represents the number of steps, I treat it
here as a continuous parameter.
Figures 2-4 have parameters as follows: g = 2, p = 0:1, k = 0:04, t = 0:05 and m = 1. In

addition, x = 3 in �gures 3-4.
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Figure 2. Optimal bribe level (left-hand panel) and the resulting license allo-
cations (right-hand panel) in the model without dispatchers.

The solution displays a small-, an intermediate- and a large bureaucracy
region. For small bureaucracies, going through the de jure procedure is not
very costly. The pro�t maximizing total bribe level, Bsmallc = np+

m

1 +m
(mk),

will be such that a fraction
m

1 +m
of all �rms get the license through bribing,

but some �rms also get the license through the de jure procedure (m = 1
was used in �gure 2, thus half of the �rms bribe). Because the marginal �rm
chooses between two ways of getting the license, the optimal bribe level contains
a component re�ecting the time saving from bribing (mk), but not the gain of
the license itself. The small bureaucracy region, which holds over an interval
1 � n � nsmallc , corresponds to the second term in brackets in the demand
function.
The threshold between the de jure bureaucracy and direct bribes,

m

1 +m
,

is independent of np. This is due to the fact that np is both the cost of the
license for bureaucrats and, for small bureaucracies, the opportunity cost for
�rms. As long as the marginal �rm continues to choose between bribing and
the de jure bureaucracy, increases in np can be transferred to �rms without
losing any demand (Bsmallc is additive in np).

Above nsmallc , it is pro�t maximizing for corrupt bureaucrats to set prices
such that all licenses are awarded through corruption. In an intermediate range,
nsmallc < n � nlargec , prices are set such that it is just as costly to bribe as it
is to go through the de jure procedure: Bintermediatec = �B. For even larger
bureaucracy sizes, n > nlargec , the marginal �rm will choose between informality
and getting the license through corruption, corresponding to the �rst term in

13



brackets in the demand function. The optimal price in this region is Blargec =

np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt).

Above nlargec , the time cost mk is avoided by all �rms that get the license.
Corrupt bureaucrats can make positive pro�ts up to the bureaucracy size nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

at which the most productive �rm�s gain from the license, g � 1,
equals the costs of the license that cannot be avoided, np + (n�m) k + nt.
The left-hand panel shows that the corrupt bureaucrats can no longer raise
bribe levels as much (Bc �attens out), and, as n! nmaxc , the total bribe Blargec

approaches np.
If corruption had not existed, the maximum size of bureaucracy for which

any licenses had been awarded would be smaller. The e¤ect of an expansion
in the largest possible bureaucracy size for which any licenses will be awarded,
due to corruption, is shown by the striped area in the right-hand panel. We will
return to this issue in more detail when discussing the case with dispatchers.

An increase in m, the amount of corrupt bureaucrats, will have two e¤ects.
First, more time can be saved by bribing and nmaxc will increase. Because cor-
ruption is decentralized however, the total mark-up over mk increases. This
results in more �rms instead acquiring the license through the de jure bureau-
cracy: the threshold between bureaucracy and corruption shifts up and nsmallc

shifts to the right. Fewer �rms will then bene�t from the time saving o¤ered by
bribing.14

5 Solving the model - with dispatchers

When we add dispatchers to the framework in the previous section, �rms choose
between getting a license the de jure way, through bribing, through dispatchers
or to remain informal. Naturally, the demand function relevant for dispatchers is
only the licenses awarded through dispatchers. For corrupt bureaucrats, there
is bribe revenue both from direct corruption and from licenses awarded via
dispatchers.

14This e¤ect is due to the decentralization of corruption. If corruption had instead been
centralized, the solution is obtained by replacing "m" in the solution by "1", except in the

terms (mk) or (n�m) k. As an example, we would get Bsmallc = np+
1

2
(mk). The fraction of

�rms that gets the license through bribing, for small bureaucracies, would then be
1

2
instead

of
1

1 +m
.
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5.1 Firm demand for the dispatcher service

There are three new productivity thresholds to consider, derived in the same
fashion and with the same intuition as above. For the choice between direct
corruption and dispatcher, we get

gAi�Bc�Ai ((n�m) k + nt) = gAi�d) Aicd =
d�Bc

(n�m) k + nt ; (7)

for the choice between de jure bureaucracy and dispatcher,

gAi�np�Ai (nk + nt) = gAi�d) Aibd =
d� np
nk + nt

; (8)

and for the choice between informality and dispatcher,

gAi�d = Ai ) Aid =
d

g � 1 : (9)

For later reference, and similar to expression (5) above, note that Aib = A
i
d = A

i
bd

when d equals �d, given by

�d � np g � 1
g � 1� nk � nt : (10)

At this dispatcher price, the �rm which is indi¤erent between going through
bureaucracy the de jure way and remaining informal is also indi¤erent between
going to the dispatcher and remaining informal. Consequently, the same �rm is
also indi¤erent between going through the procedure the de jure way and using
dispatchers. In addition, if Bc = �B, it is also equally costly to bribe: Aicd equals
Aib = A

i
d = A

i
bd.

In constructing a demand curve, note that the highest productivity �rms will
always use dispatchers. The larger time-saving (nk + nt instead of mk) makes
�rms willing to pay a higher price, from which bureaucrats and dispatchers can
earn additional pro�ts.
Given that the highest productivity �rms always use dispatchers, the de-

mand curve for the dispatcher service can be derived in a fashion similar to the
derivation of (4). Depending on the dispatcher price d, the relevant demand
curve is either a choice between bribing and dispatchers, between the de jure
bureaucracy and dispatchers or between informality and dispatchers. From the
three thresholds (7)-(9) above, we get the dispatcher demand function:

Qd(Bc,d) =

1�Max
�
Aicd,A

i
bd,A

i
d

	
= 1�Max

�
d�Bc

(n�m) k + nt ,
d� np
nk + nt

,
d

g � 1

�
: (11)
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5.2 Dispatcher pro�t maximization

The dispatcher sector is modeled as characterized by Cournot competition. This
makes it possible to study the e¤ects of a mark-up in the dispatcher sector in
a simple way. Each of the x identical dispatchers takes the cost of permits
that they face at the bureaucracy, Bd, as given. They maximize pro�ts by
choosing their pro�t maximizing quantity, qd, taking the total quantity choice
of the other x� 1 dispatchers, (x� 1) ~qd, as given. By writing Qd from (11) as
Qd = qd+(x� 1) ~qd, the individual dispatcher�s inverse demand function d (qd)
can be derived15 .
Maximizing pro�ts, each dispatcher solves:
Choose qd to maximize qd (d (qd)�Bd)

After taking the �rst-order condition with respect to qd, applying symmetry
between all dispatchers (~qd = qd) and then solving for qd, plugging the optimal
quantities back into d (qd), we get the following optimal response functions,
corresponding to the three terms in the demand function:16

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd+

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt) (12)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1) :

In addition, we get d4 (Bd) = �d when neither of the above applies.
These response functions capture the standard feature of Cournot competi-

tion, that is, a mark-up over cost (Bd) that gradually declines when the number
of dispatchers, x, grows.

5.3 Firm demand for direct corruption and dispatchers

Plugging back the optimal responses into expression (11), we get the indirect
demand function relevant for corrupt bureaucrats:

Qd(Bc; Bd) = 1�Max
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
: (13)

The �rst term in the bracket corresponds to the coexistence of both dis-
patcher demand and direct corruption. In this case, total demand therefore also
contains a direct demand component, the derivation of which is similar to sec-

tion 4. We get it by replacing the upper bound, 1, in (4), with
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

i.e.

15d (qd) =Min

8<: Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))
np+ (nk + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

(g � 1) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

9=; :
16See appendix 2 for a statement of the �rst-order conditions and for more details on solving

the problem.
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Qc(Bc; Bd) =

(bc � p)
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
: (14)

5.4 Bureaucracy pro�t maximization

Using an indicator function I which is 1 if and only if the �rst term in the bracket
in (13) is largest17 , the pro�t maximization problem of corrupt bureaucrats can
now be stated as follows:

Bureaucrats choose bd and bc to maximize

(bd � p)
�
1�Max

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

��
+

(bc � p)
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
I: (15)

As before, the problem formulation incorporates a constraint on the candi-
date for optimal Bc in relation to �B. In addition, there is a similar constraint
on the candidate for optimal d, relative to �d from (10).18

6 Optimal license allocations

The solution to the bureaucrats� problem in (15) and the resulting optimal
dispatcher prices, bureaucracy bribes and license allocations are presented in
�gure 3 (bottom panels).19 The solution displays a small-, an intermediate- and
a large bureaucracy range. To allow a comparison, �gure 3 also presents the
previously discussed solution in the no-dispatcher case (middle panels) as well
as license allocations when there is neither corruption nor dispatchers (upper
panels).20

17 I = 1 if Max
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt

,
d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
=

d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt

, I = 0 other-

wise.
18The direct demand component (second row) incorporates a constraint on the candidates

for optimal Bc. This is similar to the formulation in (6) and we will thus either get uncon-
strained solutions for Bc, or Bc = �B. There is also a constraint on d from the indirect demand
component (�rst row). If there is direct demand and the constraint Bc = �B binds, it means
that the constraint on d simpli�es to comparing d with �d for the solution candidate from the
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt

-term: the candidate for d must be larger than �d for this term to apply. If

there is direct demand and Bc 6= �B, there will always be an unconstrained d. If there is no
direct demand (I = 0), each of the two candidates for optimal d should be compared with �d.
19The problem is solved in appendix 3.
20 In the choice between only de jure bureaucracy and informality, the threshold is Aib =

np

g � 1� nk � nt
from (3).
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Figure 3. Optimal prices (left-hand panels) and allocations (right-hand panels)
with dispatchers (bottom), direct corruption only (middle) and de jure bureau-
cracy only (top).
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The �rst thing to note about the solution is that neither the direct bribe
level Bsmallc = np+

m

1 +m
(mk), which applies in the region 1 � n � nsmall, nor

nsmall itself, change when dispatchers are introduced.21 As was the case with
np in section 4.2, the direct bribe level Bc now acts as an opportunity cost, not
only for �rms but also for corrupt bureaucrats in their choice of indirect bribe
Bd. The resulting indirect bribe level will therefore be additive in direct bribes:
Bsmalld = Bsmallc +

m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt), and indirect pro�ts above what could

have been obtained by direct corruption are independent of Bsmallc . As a result,
the introduction of dispatchers does not change the optimal values of Bsmallc ,

nsmall and the de jure/corruption threshold,
m

1 +m
.

The threshold between direct corruption and dispatchers is instead
1 +m+mx

(1 +m) (1 + x)
over the small bureaucracy region. The larger is x, the lower will be the mark-up
from the dispatcher sector and the more �rms will use dispatchers.22 The dis-
patcher/corruption threshold in �gure 3 (lower right-hand panel) shifts down.

In the limit as x ! 1, it converges to m

1 +m
, and all corruption moves to be

indirect.23

As was the case in the no-dispatcher case, above nsmall no �rms will use the
de jure bureaucracy and the optimal direct bribe is �B. Over a �rst intermediate
range nsmall < n � ni, however, the dispatcher-corruption threshold remains
unchanged from the small bureaucracy region. The direct bribe level, now �B,
still acts as an opportunity cost, both for �rms and for corrupt bureaucrats in
their choice of indirect bribe. The optimal indirect bribe will therefore still be
additive in the direct bribe, equalling �B+

m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt), without any

loss of demand. Note that ni converges to nsmall as x!1.

Above ni all licenses are awarded through dispatchers. There is a second
intermediate range, ni < n � nlarged over which bureaucrats optimally set Bd
such that dispatchers�best response is d = �d. As a result, over this region, it is
just as costly for the marginal �rm to go through the de jure bureaucracy as it
is to go to a dispatcher.24

21 I therefore drop the subindex on nsmall .
22The dispatcher price over the small bureaucracy range is dsmall = Bsmalld +
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

.

23 If the vertical externality introduced by dispatchers had not been present, all corruption
would always have been indirect in this model. Firms can save more time and bureaucrats
can make higher pro�ts.
24Over the region ni < n � nlarged , the interests of bureaucrats and dispatchers are un-

aligned. Moving �rst, bureaucrats can therefore gain corruption pro�ts at the expense of
dispatchers. In �gure 3, the shrinking di¤erence between dispatcher price and the indirect
bribe over this bureaucracy range is seen in the lower left-hand panel. The upper limit, nlarged ,
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Because time costs are completely eliminated by going to a dispatcher, there

is a large bureaucracy region nlarged < n � nmaxd =
g � 1
p

for which corrupt

bureaucrats and dispatchers can make positive pro�ts. At nmaxd , the most pro-
ductive �rm�s gain from the license, g � 1, equals the costs of the license that
cannot be avoided, np. The right-hand panels show that the largest bureaucracy

size for which any licenses at all are awarded expands from nmaxb � g � 1
p+ k + t

in

the upper right-hand panel, through nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

in the direct corrup-

tion only case (middle panels) to nmaxd =
g � 1
p

in the dispatcher case. In the

direct corruption only case (middle panels), the number of corrupt bureaucrats,
m, and the time cost of standing in line, k, determine how much larger bureau-
cracies can be and still award any licenses. With dispatchers, the maximum
size of bureaucracy that will still award any licenses can be even larger, as time
costs become irrelevant.

6.1 Informality

What is the impact of dispatchers on informality? Comparing the upper right-
hand and the bottom right-hand panels in �gure 3 shows that the introduction of
dispatchers and direct/indirect corruption reduces informality when n is above
nlarged . Bureaucracies that would have been prohibitively large now award some
licenses. The case with direct corruption only provides an intermediary case
between the de jure bureaucracy and the dispatcher case.25

Below nlarged , the threshold between licenses awarded and informality is de-

termined by Aib =
np

g � 1� nk � nt , which is the de jure/informality threshold
from (3). For these bureaucracy sizes, it is pro�t maximizing for bureaucrats
and dispatchers to capture no more than the �rms that would have acquired
the licenses from the de jure bureaucracy anyway.26

In order to relate to actual bureaucratic procedures, consider the case of
starting a �rm in Brazil. The World Bank reports that it takes 17 di¤erent
steps, 152 days and 8% of GNI per capita to start a �rm. In line with such a
time-consuming and costly de jure procedure is the fact that as much as 90% of
Brazilian 1-5 person �rms are informal (World Bank, 2009a; SEBRAE, 2005).

is determined by bureaucrats comparing pro�ts in this case to the unconstrained large bureau-
cracy case. This will generate a discontinuity in prices and also in the allocations at nlarged ,
seen in the lower right-hand panel.
25 In theory, the possibility exists that informality is higher with dispatchers than with direct

corruption only, for some bureaucracy sizes at the lower end of the large bureaucracy region.
This can be the case if there is a high-mark-up in the dispatcher sector (x is low).
26The same threshold applies below nlargec in the direct corruption only case in the middle

right-hand panel.
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Still, however, most �rms that have become formal in Brazil seem to report
having done so without much problems. Stone et al. (1996), Zylbersztajn and
Graça (2003) and Zylbersztajn et al. (2007) study small to medium sized �rms in
the garment industry. Firms have, by and large, paid one fee to a "despachante"
(or an accountant) and have had all papers in order after approximately 50 days.
The use of "despachantes", as portrayed in these Brazilian studies, combined

with the high degree of informal �rms observed in Brazil, is in line with the large
bureaucracy case of the model. All �rms that get the license use dispatchers
instead of going through the prohibitively costly "de jure" procedure.27

6.2 Time and resources spent in acquiring licenses

What is the impact of dispatchers on time/resources that �rms spend in obtain-
ing licenses? When introducing dispatchers, �rms are given one more option
to acquire the license, with the other means, i.e. going through the procedure
the de jure way or bribing directly, unaltered. The introduction of dispatchers,
while keeping the other parameters of the model as in the no-dispatcher case,
can never make �rms worse o¤.
Because of dispatchers�superior technology to acquire the license, combined

with dispatchers being one stop shops, �rms can make production gains when
using dispatchers. More time is dedicated to production, rather than licensing.
Bureaucrats, on their part, will always �nd it in their interest to channel

some �rms through dispatchers. It will always be pro�t maximizing for corrupt
bureaucrats and dispatchers to capture the �rms that are most willing to avoid
time costs. Therefore, it is the highest productivity �rms that will gain from
the introduction of dispatchers.28

An increase in x, the number of dispatchers, makes each �rm that uses dis-
patchers better o¤ and also increases the use of dispatchers. We saw this e¤ect,
for small bureaucracies, in a downward shift in the dispatcher/corruption thresh-
old. For large bureaucracies, the threshold between dispatchers and informality,

Ai,larged =
1 +m+mx

(1 +m) (1 + x)
+

npx

(g � 1) (1 +m) (1 + x) , also shifts down.
A change in m, the number of corrupt bureaucrats, has two e¤ects. The

�rst is the additional time saving that can be obtained from bribing one more
27 In studying the start-up procedure for �rms in Bulgaria, Gancheva (1999) reports that the

ratio of �rms that have used an intermediary at start-up to those that have not, is positively
correlated with the length of observed time of going through the de jure procedure. This
observation is consistent with the present model, where the ratio of dispatcher usage increases
as n grows.
28The improvement for �rms can be seen as an "intensive" and an "extensive" margin

e¤ect. Compare the dispatcher case (lower right-hand panel) with the de jure bureaucracy
only (upper right-hand panel). We see that up to nlarged , it is �rms that would have got the

license anyway that get it at a lower total cost. Between nlarged and nmaxb , there are also some
new �rms that would have been informal had there been the de jure bureaucracy only. Above
nmaxb , the whole e¤ect comes from the extensive margin.
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bureaucrat to not stand in line. The second e¤ect comes from the lack of co-
ordination in bribe setting, which makes the horizontal externality from each
bureaucrat�s price setting on other bureaucrats�demand not being internalized.
This increases the total prices, as seen through the

m

1 +m
-term in the expres-

sions for Bsmallc and Bsmalld . The sum of the two e¤ects makes fewer �rms bribe
directly and fewer �rms also use dispatchers.29

If bribes and fees to dispatchers are considered as mere transfers without
any welfare impact, the value of time saving is the appropriate welfare mea-
sure in the model. For bureaucracy sizes below nsmall, the welfare improvement
can be calculated as follows: It is the amount of �rms that go to dispatchers,
multiplied by nk + nt, plus the amount of �rms that bribe directly, multiplied
by mk. All these �rms would have got the license through the de jure bu-
reaucracy anyway (which is the comparison here). The welfare improvement isR 1

1+m+mx
(1+m)(1+x)

�
(nk + nt)Ai

�
dAi +

R 1+m+mx
(1+m)(1+x)
m

1+m

�
mkAi

�
dAi. In this range, the wel-

fare improvement is larger the larger is n, increasing in the amount of dispatchers
x and decreasing in the amount of corrupt bureaucrats m.30

Between nlarged and nmaxb , both time saving and increased production, through
a reduction in informality, contribute to the welfare improvement. Above nmaxb ,
the welfare improvement can be calculated as

R 1
Ai, l a r g e
d

�
(g � 1)Ai

�
dAi.

As a �nal remark, consider the case where m = 0, i.e. when there is no cor-
ruption. The direct corruption case then degenerates to the de jure bureaucracy
case. The cost for dispatchers is np. The resulting allocations then depend on
the mark-up in the dispatcher sector. Consider the limit case of perfect compe-
tition between dispatchers, x!1. In this case, the cost of a license to �rms is
np and the threshold between informality and dispatcher will be

np

g � 1 . More
�rms would acquire the license, as compared to the above, irrespective of the
value of n.

29With centralization of bureaucrats, we have Bsmallc = np +
1

2
(mk), dsmall = np +

1

2
(nk + nt) +

(n�m) k + nt
2 (1 + x)

. The latter decreases in m and the former increases less than

the additional time saving gained from direct bribing. There is no change in demand (the

thresholds are
1

2
and

2 + x

2 + 2x
, respectively), and �rms are thus better o¤.

The e¤ect of dispatcher prices decreasing in m, whereas bureaucrats� indirect bribes are

Blarged = np +
1

2
(g � 1� np), can be seen as dispatchers having less of an advantage in

comparison to direct corruption.
30 If corruption were centralized, demand would have been una¤ected by increases in m and,

as a result, the welfare gain would have been increasing in m.
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7 Incentives to create red tape

One of the questions set out in this paper was to study the incentives of corrupt
bureaucrats and dispatchers to create red tape. Can the introduction of mid-
dlemen teach us something about di¢ culties in reforming bureaucracies? These
questions will be studied using the bureaucracy and dispatcher pro�t functions,
starting with the individual bureaucrat and individual dispatcher pro�t expres-
sions for small bureaucracies, 1 � n � nsmall:

Direct corruption only
�smallBureaucrat =

m

(1 +m)
2 k

With dispatchers

�smallBureaucrat =
m

(1 +m)
2 k +

((n�m) k + nt)x
(1 +m)

2
(1 + x)

�smallDispatcher =
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m)

2
(1 + x)

2 : (16)

The �rst thing to note about these expressions is that with direct corruption
only, there is no in�uence from the number of steps n on the pro�ts of each
bureaucrat. The direct corruption pro�t of a corrupt bureaucrat,

m

(1 +m)
2 k ,

only depends on the corrupt bureaucrat saving �rms the time cost of standing
in one line. It is independent of n.
The additional pro�t for a corrupt bureaucrat, from having dispatchers, is

the second term in �smallBureaucrat in (16). Adding dispatchers means that �rms can
save more and more time as n increases, which will increase each bureaucrat�s
(and each dispatcher�s) pro�ts, since they capture part of the surplus.

Given these pro�t functions and given a small bureaucracy, it follows that
each corrupt bureaucrat has an incentive to try to "add steps" to the procedure,
i.e. to increase n. The increased pro�ts are due to �rms�increased willingness
to pay for the dispatcher service when the time cost (nt) increases. Say that
the additional step is an additional document required at a new honest counter.
The corrupt bureaucrats, having nothing to do with this step per se, will be
able to capture part of the �rms�increased willingness to avoid the time cost of
going through that step. This incentive to increase the number of steps is not
present when there are no dispatchers.
Moreover, note that dispatchers have the same incentive to increase the

number of steps. Dispatcher pro�ts increase linearly all the way up to ni. This
follows from the reasoning above that dispatchers lose no demand up to this
bureaucracy size (see the lower right-hand panel of �gure 3).31

31Pro�ts in the dispatcher sector are increasing with bureaucracy size for small bureaucra-
cies. This result does not depend on the presence of corruption. Red tape incentives are thus
present also when there is no corruption, although it may be harder to envision how red tape
may come about when bureaucrats and dispatchers do not have a common interest.
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Without dispatchers, adding steps to increase pro�ts is di¤erent. The steps
to be added must be corrupt steps (the only way of increasing �rms�willing-
ness to pay) and the m corrupt bureaucrats need to add these steps without
increasing the number of corrupt bureaucrats. Otherwise, there is one more
bureaucrat to share the corruption pro�ts. More speci�cally, if the m corrupt
bureaucrats increase the number of corrupt steps to m0, there is an increase

in the per bureaucrat corruption pro�ts from
1

m

m2k

(1 +m)
2 to

1

m

(m0)
2
k

(1 +m0)
2 . If

the number of corrupt bureaucrats also increases, the latter expression becomes
m0k

(1 +m0)
2 , which is decreasing in m

0.32 ,33

A second red tape incentive is at work as soon as there is a mark-up in the
dispatcher sector: bureaucracy pro�ts peak at a larger bureaucracy size in the
dispatcher case. This result means that corrupt bureaucrats�incentive to create
red tape is in place for larger sizes of bureaucracy than if there had been no
dispatchers.34

For large bureaucracies, all �rms that get a license get it through dispatch-
ers. This means that bureaucrats and dispatchers can no longer raise prices
to fully compensate themselves as np increases. Large bureaucracy pro�ts, as
stated below, will therefore decrease in n: This, in turn, implies that for large
bureaucracies, there is an incentive for bureaucrats and dispatchers to reduce
red tape.

�largeBureaucrat =
(g � 1� np)2 x

(g � 1) (1 +m)2 (1 + x)

�largeDispatchers =
(g � 1� np)2 x

(g � 1) (1 +m)2 (1 + x)2
(17)

Figure 4 displays bureaucracy and total dispatcher pro�ts for the same para-
meter values as those used in �gures 2-3. Bureaucracy pro�ts peak between ni

32Assume that there is one corrupt bureaucrat controlling all steps. Certainly, there is
then a red tape incentive even without dispatchers (m is �xed, choose m0). The red tape
incentive is related to increasing the time cost, through the number of steps, in order to make
the high productivity �rms pay more, without a¤ecting demand too much. This is di¤erent
from the red tape incentive in Lui (1985). In his model, revenue is maximized by bureaucrats
"optimally" working just as fast/slow so that all agents want to go through the procedure,
combined with what is e¤ectively price discrimination. Here, there is no price discrimination
and the number of steps is the vehicle for corruption revenue.
33This argument holds in a weak sense if corruption is centralized: per bureaucrat corruption

pro�ts are constant when there is an increase in the number of corrupt steps and the number
of corrupt bureaucrats.
34From �gure 3, we know that demand for indirect bribing/dispatchers is constant all the

way up to ni , whereas demand for direct bribing is constant only up to nsmall in both cases.
As a consequence, bureaucracy pro�ts will grow faster/decline less, beyond nsmall , in the
dispatcher case. I have looped through a large number of parametrizations of the problem,
and consistently �nd that, with dispatchers, pro�ts peak at a larger bureaucracy size.
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and nlarged . There is one bureaucrat and three dispatchers in this case (m = 1,
x = 3), which explains that total dispatcher pro�ts are much lower than the
bureaucrat�s pro�ts.

Figure 4. Bureaucracy and dispatcher pro�ts.

Whereas the incentives of bureaucrats and dispatchers are aligned with re-
spect to increasing n for small bureaucracies, they are obviously unaligned with
respect to x, the number of dispatchers.35 With respect to m, decentralization
of corruption makes bureaucrats charge higher prices which reduces demand.
In addition, an increase in m diminishes the relative advantage of going to a
dispatcher and makes dispatchers worse o¤ (over the interval where direct cor-
ruption is a relevant choice for �rms).36

8 Extensions

8.1 Some additional IO aspects

This section lists a few IO aspects that could potentially a¤ect outcomes in the
model presented so far.
The entry of dispatchers has not been modeled. Instead, I have simply

worked with an exogenous parameter x representing the number of dispatchers.

35More competition in the dispatcher sector expands demand, due to a lower dispatcher
mark-up. This increases bureaucracy pro�ts. As is standard in Cournot competition, both
individual and total dispatcher pro�ts decrease as competition increases.
36Centralized total bureaucracy pro�ts increase in m. However, such increases in m only

bene�t corrupt bureaucrats under the special circumstances outlined above.
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This parameter could be inversely related to entry costs. Two points are made
here. First, total possible pro�ts are lower if corruption is decentralized37 , which
may then result in a lower x for given entry costs and, as a result, a higher
mark-up in the dispatcher sector, thus further reducing demand. Second, if
bureaucrats control entry into dispatching, they may choose to make entry either
easy or di¢ cult. The advantage of the former is that bureaucracy pro�ts may
increase due to a lower mark-up, a disadvantage is if the bureaucracy-dispatcher
relation needs to be kept secret to avoid government control.
If corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers merge, something which is more likely

to happen if corruption is centralized, the vertical "double monopolization"
externality is eliminated. This increases demand and total pro�ts (over which
bureaucrats and dispatchers can bargain). Another option for bureaucrats is to
work with one dispatcher only and make this dispatcher the residual claimant
of the pro�ts (Wade, 1982). That is, the m corrupt bureaucrats can jointly
"sell the o¢ ce" to one single dispatcher, then charge the marginal cost p for
each step, and then let the dispatcher maximize pro�ts. Also in this case does
centralization of bureaucrats seem a natural prerequisite.

8.2 Dispatchers and bending the rules corruption

In this section, the model is modi�ed to account for a di¤erent type of corruption
than in the paper so far. With "bending the rules"-corruption, �rms bribe
to avoid legislation. The question is what impact dispatchers have in such a
setting. That is, what is the impact of introducing dispatchers on the amount
of "bending the rules"? What can we learn from adapting the model to these
di¤erent circumstances?
Bertrand et al. (2007) show that the way to obtain a driver�s license in Delhi,

India, without actually learning how to drive, is through an intermediary. The
type of interaction considered here will be similar in that we consider �rms that
are undeserving of some government good and use a corrupt bureaucracy to get
it. This could be an environmental license for an industry, a health permit for
a restaurant etc. The universe of �rms will now be undeserving �rms. This
is less restrictive than it may seem: because undeserving �rms have no other
means of getting the license than bribing, the optimization problem of corrupt
bureaucrats and dispatchers is therefore separate from dealing with deserving
�rms. If the presence of dispatchers also causes deserving �rms to change their
corrupt behavior, these e¤ects come in addition to those from undeserving �rms.
There is a government in the background monitoring the bureaucracy. This

makes sense as the type of corruption now imagined is more severe than before
(rule breaking vs. "speed money"). Dispatchers, as described in the intro-
duction, reduce the probability for bureaucrats of getting caught. In addition,

37For instance, �smallD ispatcher =
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m)2 (1 + x)2

would become
(n�m) k + nt
4 (1 + x)2

in the cen-

tralized case.
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dispatchers know better than �rms how the bureaucracy works and how to get
the licenses.

The �rm productivity distribution is as before, 0 < Ai � 1, the gain is still g
and the procedure consists of n steps.38 The option of going to the bureaucracy
the de jure way loses its meaning as this means following the rules. In addition,
the analysis is restricted to the case when all bureaucrats are corrupt, i.e. m =
n, otherwise the undeserving �rms could never get the license. In addition,
bureaucrats are now centralized. I continue to assume that there is no price
discrimination. Let there be y dispatchers.
Because �rms bribe to avoid regulation, bureaucrats no longer face the cost

p of ful�lling the regulation.39 Instead, however, each bureaucrat faces an ex-
pected penalty p1 for breaking the rules, when bribed directly by a �rm. The
expected penalty when �rms instead bribe through dispatchers is p2 where,
based on the reasoning in the introduction, it is assumed that p2 < p1.

There are two time costs. One is the time cost of going through each step at
the bureaucracy, "transport".40 The second time cost will be called an investi-
gation time cost. It is assumed that if bribing the bureaucracy directly, �rms
have to spend time investigating whether it will be possible to get the license
and assure that they will not get caught if bribing. This time cost will be as-
sumed to be proportional to the number of steps, n, and �rm productivity, Ai.
When using dispatchers, no investigation on behalf of the �rms is necessary.
Because dispatchers eliminate both time costs, we can work with the sum of
both: de�ne u as the sum of transport and investigation costs per step.41

Below, details in the derivations are skipped as they are similar to the above.
I use a hat on all optimal prices and thresholds to distinguish them from the
above.

8.2.1 Without dispatchers

Solving this problem is straightforward. The �rm compares getting the li-
cense with informality and gets the license if its productivity is greater than

Bc
g � 1� nu . Bureaucrats thus chooseBc to maximize (Bc � np1)

�
1� Bc

g � 1� nu

�
,

the solution to which is
38 If getting the license, say the health permit, the �rm increases its production. For instance,

it can market itself, post the health permit at the establishment etc. Informality, i.e. not
having the permit, thus retains its meaning even when we consider that all �rms are willing
to break the rules.
39This is similar to the case "with theft" in Shleifer and Vishny (1993).
40There is thus no longer a division between queuing and transport, alternatively one can

think of �rms not standing in lines for this type of interaction
41The "investigation cost" has a function similar to penalties on �rms, or to assuming that

when bribing directly, �rms cannot be certain of getting a reduction in regulation.
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B̂c = np1+
1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) : (18)

The maximum size of bureaucracy for which any licenses will be awarded is

n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

.

8.2.2 With dispatchers

Firms choose between informality, bribing and dispatchers. In the choice be-
tween dispatchers and informality, a �rm gets the license if its productivity is

greater than
d

g � 1 . The �rm uses dispatchers rather than bribes if its produc-

tivity is greater than
d�Bc
nu

. With demand curves and dispatcher responses

derived as before42 , we get the following solution:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � n̂small.
B̂smallc = np1 +

1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) B̂smalld = np2 +

1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂small = B̂smalld +
n (p1 � p2 + u)
2 (1 + y)

n̂small =
(g � 1) (u+ (p2 � p1) y)

u (p1 + p2y + u)
solves

d̂small � B̂smallc

nu
=

B̂smallc

g � 1� nu

i - Intermediate bureaucracy region, n̂small < n � n̂large

B̂ic =
(g � 1� nu) (2nu+ (g � 1 + np2) y)

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) B̂id = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂i = B̂id +
nu (g � 1� np2)
2 (nu+ (g � 1) y)

Large bureaucracy region, n̂large < n � n̂maxb

B̂larged = np2+
1

2
(g � 1� np2) dlarge = B̂larged +

g � 1� np2
2 (1 + y)

(19)

We get n̂large =
g � 1
u

by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for the last two cases.

The analysis of the model is focused on how the amount of rule-breaking
changes when dispatchers are introduced. The allocation of licenses to unde-
serving �rms is presented in �gure 5. The threshold between licenses awarded

and informality is Ai,smallc =
1

2

�
1 +

np1
g � 1� nu

�
up to bureaucracy sizes n̂small,

the convex curve in �gure 5 (which is dashed between n̂small and n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

42See appendix 4.
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to indicate the informal/bribe threshold if there were no dispatchers). Above
n̂small, the threshold between licenses awarded and informality is �rst Ai,id =
1

2
+

nu+ np2y

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) , then A
i,large
d =

2 + y

2 + 2y
+

np2
2 (1 + y) (g � 1) .

Figure 5. License allocations for undeserving �rms.43

The main result of this section can be expressed as follows: There is a small
bureaucracy range, 1 � n � n̂small, in which the introduction of dispatchers
does not change the amount of undeserving �rms that gets licenses. Above
n̂small, however, the introduction of dispatchers increases the amount of rule
breaking. The threshold n̂small is increasing in p2 and decreasing in p1 and y. It
is increasing in u for small values of u, then decreasing. The maximum size of
bureaucracy for which undeserving �rms can obtain licenses by bribing increases

from n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

to n̂maxd =
g � 1
p2

.

Dispatchers increase the extent of corruption for large bureaucracies and
anticorruption policies become largely ine¤ective. The latter part resembles the
analysis of Hasker and Okten (2007) who point out that anticorruption policies
become ine¤ective when intermediaries are present. As the expected penalty on
bureaucrats in the direct interaction with �rms, p1, increases, corruption moves
to the intermediary sector (n̂small shifts to the left in �gure 5).44

43The parameters are g = 2, p1 = 0:06, p2 = 0:05, u = 0:1, y = 1.
44 If the small bureaucracy region existed at the onset, there is some corruption detention

e¤ect from raising penalties (Ai,id replaces Ai,sm allc as the threshold to informality and Ai,id
must be larger than Ai,sm allc for the small bureaucracy region to exist), but as n̂small ! 1, all
corruption has moved to the intermediary sector.
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When interacting with dispatchers, p2 is the bureaucrat�s expected penalty.
Because the relation between bureaucrats and dispatchers is secret in nature,
p2 is low. In the present set-up with bending the rules corruption, increasing p2
would be a good anti-corruption policy and it would have two e¤ects: less cor-
ruption for any bureaucracy size above n̂small and a reduction in the bureaucracy
size region where rule-breaking is feasible.

Note that the e¤ect of the number of dispatchers, y, is also distinct from
the previous model. Competition between dispatchers will increase the amount
of rule-breaking, suggesting that a government should make it di¢ cult for such
intermediaries to operate.
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9 Discussion

In two recent papers on intermediaries and corruption, Hasker and Okten (2007,
in abstract) and Bose and Gangopadhyay (2008, in abstract), respectively, stress
that "intermediary agents worsen the impact of corruption" and "welfare in an
economy with intermediaries is lower than that in an economy without interme-
diaries". This paper instead stresses the possibility that bureaucracy interme-
diaries, here called "dispatchers", can improve welfare.
The few academic studies that exist on despachantes in Brazil, as well as

reports from several countries in Latin America, stress that time saving is an
important reason for using such intermediaries.

Perhaps the main di¤erence between the present paper and earlier literature
is in the view on regulation. As shown by the work following de Soto (1989)
and Djankov et al. (2002), there is strong evidence of substantial red tape in
many countries. In Latin America it is customary, both for individuals and
�rms in their interaction with the bureaucracy, to have to visit many di¤erent
government o¢ ces, o¢ ces that are located at di¤erent places, have di¤erent
and irregular opening hours, each requiring authentication and certi�cation of
documents, and so on. The model developed in this paper takes literally the
time it takes to perform procedures in such an environment and asks what is
the impact of dispatchers.
In a di¤erent strand of literature, regulation is taken to be optimal. The type

of question then posed is how licenses should be allocated to the most deserving
agents (Banerjee, 1997), what is the impact of intermediaries on the amount
of regulation faced by �rms and on the e¤ectiveness of anticorruption policies
(Hasker and Okten, 2007) and what is the impact of intermediaries on waiting
times in the bureaucracy, from a larger amount of undeserving agents applying
(Bose and Gangopadhyay, 2008). In section 8.2, the model was modi�ed and
reinterpreted to highlight the di¤erence in results when the view on corruption
and regulation changes.

This paper includes an extensive margin, i.e. informality. There is vast
informality in many bureaucratic procedures in most developing countries, even
in "compulsory" regulation. By including this margin, the analysis highlights
how informality changes when the bureaucracy becomes more complicated, with
and without dispatchers (with Brazilian �rm start-up exemplifying, section 6.1).
The paper focuses on incentives of bureaucrats and dispatchers to create red

tape, possibly reversing welfare improving e¤ects. In São Paulo, Brazil, a re-
cent bureaucracy reform is called "PoupaTempo" (SaveTime). The co-location
of government counters at the same physical location reduces the number of
visits to the bureaucracy (nt in the model). There is ample evidence, seen in
newspaper reports, pending cases at the judiciary etc., that despachante orga-
nizations try to delay and block such reforms. This is consistent with the small
bureaucracy case in the model where dispatchers (and corrupt bureaucrats)
prefer to maintain, and increase, the amount of regulation.
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Appendix

A1: Bureaucrat´s problem in the no-dispatcher case

Choose bc to maximize

�c = (bc � p)�
�
1�Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
The �rst order conditions are

Bc > �B:

 
1� bc + (m� 1)

~bc + (n�m) p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

!
� bc � p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt = 0

Bc < �B:

 
1� bc + (m� 1)

~bc �mp
mk

!
� bc � p

mk
= 0

In addition, if none of these two conditions hold, we get

Bc = �B:
bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt =

bc + (m� 1)~bc �mp
mk

Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bc = ~bc), solving for bc and then
aggregating to obtain Bc, we get

Bc > �B: Bc = np+
m

1 +m
(mk)

Bc < �B: Bc = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt)

Bc = �B: Bc = �B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt

These are three di¤erent candidates for solutions. Depending on the para-
meters of the problem, one of these will apply. I equate the expression for each
candidate for optimal Bc with the threshold bribe level �B and solve for the
values of n for which the solution applies. I have chosen to consider the number
of corrupt bureaucrats m as �xed when n changes. The ratio of m=n will thus
change when n varies. Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, adding
one bureaucratic step will mean adding one honest step. The solution can be
written as follows:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � nsmallc

Bsmallc = np+
m

1 +m
(mk)

Intermediate bureaucracy region, nsmallc < n � nlargec

Bintermediatec = �B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt
Large bureaucracy region, nlargec < n � nmaxc

Blargec = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt)
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where nsmallc =
g � 1

p+ k + t+ p=m
solves Bsmallc = �B,

nlargec = g�1+k+mk
2(k+t) + g�1�k

2(k+t+p)�
p
((g�1)(p+2t)+mk2+k(2g�2+p+mp+mt))2�4(g�1)(g�1+mk)(k+t)(k+t+p)

2(k+t)(k+t+p)

solves Blargec = �B and nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

is the maximum bureaucracy size for

which any licenses will be awarded.

A2: The dispatcher pro�t maximization problem

Choose qd to maximize qd (d (qd)�Bd)

where d (qd) =Min

8<: Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))
np+ (nk + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

(g � 1) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

9=;
The �rst order conditions are

Case 1: 2 ((n�m) k + nt) qd = Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd
Case 2: 2 (nk + nt) qd = np+ (nk + nt) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd
Case 3: 2 (g � 1) qd = (g � 1) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd

If none of these three conditions apply, we get
Case 4: d = �d

Applying symmetry between all dispatchers (~qd = qd) and then solving for
qd, plugging the optimal quantities back into d (qd), we get the following optimal
response functions:

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1)

d4 (Bd) = �d when neither of the above applies.

Which condition applies depends on the optimal values of Bc and Bd, which
are yet to be determined.
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A3: Bureaucrat´s problem in the dispatcher case

As before, corruption is decentralized. We use
Bc = bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p
Bd = bd + (m� 1) bd + (n�m) p
and the optimal dispatcher response functions

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1)

Direct and indirect demand
The �rst problem to solve is when bureaucrats have both direct and indirect

demand, this amounts to three di¤erent cases. Assume �rst that
Bc � np
mk

>

Bc
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt , i.e. that some �rms also go to the de jure bureaucracy.
Each bureaucrat chooses bd and bc, taking the choices of the other bureaucrats
((m� 1)~bd and (m� 1)~bc) as given, to maximize:

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+ (bc � p)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �

Bc � np
mk

�
The pro�t function can be rewritten as follows

(bd � bc)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+ (bc � p)

�
1� Bc � np

mk

�
Note that the second component of the rewritten pro�t function is as in the
case without dispatchers. The �rst order condition with respect to bd is simple.
After applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bc = ~bc, bd = bd) it becomes:

bd = bc +
(n�m) k + nt

1 +m

In choosing bd, the direct bribe level acts as an opportunity cost for both
bureaucrats and �rms. It plays the same role as p does in the choice of direct
bribe level in the no-dispatcher case and bd is therefore additive in bc. Using
this �rst order condition, we can again rewrite the pro�t function:
((n�m) k + nt)x
(1 +m)

2
(1 + x)

+ (bc � p)
�
1� Bc � np

mk

�
The �rst term, i.e. the rewritten indirect pro�t term, does not depend

on bc. The introduction of dispatchers has thus not changed the bureaucrat�s
choice of optimal direct bribe, in the case where we have coexistence of de
jure bureaucracy, direct corruption and dispatchers. After aggregating over
bureaucrats, we get the small bureaucracy case solution:
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Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � nsmall
Bsmallc = np+

m

1 +m
(mk) Bsmalld = np+

m

1 +m
(nk + nt)

dsmall = Bsmalld +
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where nsmall = nsmallc (from the no-dispatcher case, subindex is omitted in the
text) solves Bsmallc = �B

The second case of indirect demand,
Bc � np
mk

<
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
corresponds to the large bureaucracy case in the model without dispatchers.
This case will never be optimal: bureaucrats �nd it more pro�table, for large
bureaucracies, to channel demand for licenses through dispatchers.
The third possibility of direct demand is that the Bc = �B-constraint binds.

This will be the case in a �rst intermediate bureaucracy size region. The bu-
reaucrat then chooses bd to

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+(bc � p)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �

Bc
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

�
s.t. Bc = �B.

The �rst order condition is:

bd =
1

2

�
~bd �m~bd + p (1 +m) + nt+ k

�
(n�m) + (1 +m)np

g � 1� n (k + t)

��
Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bd = ~bd), solving for bd and then
aggregating to obtain Bd, we get the solution:

i1 - Intermediate bureaucracy region 1, nsmall < n � ni
Bi1c = �B Bi1d =

�B +
m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt)

di1 = Bi1d +
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where ni =
g � 1

p+ k + t+ px= (1 +m+mx)
solves

di1 �Bi1c
(n�m) k + nt =

Bi1c
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

Indirect demand only
With indirect demand only, there are three cases that can apply: Either

of the two demand components
�
d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
can be larger than

the other, or we have d = �d. The
d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

-component of demand can be

discarded however.45

45The case where �rms choose between dispatchers and the de jure bureaucracy will only
occur when there is no mark-up in the dispatcher sector, and then comes out as a solution to
the intermediate 1 case when x!1.
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With d = �d, we get a second intermediate bureaucracy size region46 :

i2 - Intermediate bureaucracy region 2, ni < n � nlarged

Bi2c = �B Bi2d =
((n�m) k + nt) (g � 1� np� nk � nt) + (g � 1)npx

(g � 1� nk � nt)x
di2 = �d

Finally, there is a large bureaucracy size region in which the
d3 (Bd)

g � 1 -term ap-

plies, i.e. the marginal �rm chooses between dispatchers and informality. The
bureaucrat the chooses bd to

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
The �rst order condition is:
bd =

1

2

�
g � 1 + ~bd �m~bd + p (1 +m)� np

�
Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bd = ~bd), solving for bd and then
aggregating to obtain Bd, we get the solution:

Large bureaucracy region, nlarged < n � nmaxd

Blarged = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np) dlarge = Blarged +

g � 1� np
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where nlarged is obtained by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for cases i2 and large.47

As a �nal remark, if corruption were centralized, the solution is obtained
by replacing "m" in all four cases (small, i1, i2, large) with "1", except in the

terms (mk) and (n�m) k. As an example, we would get Bsmallc = np+
1

2
(mk).

46Over the region ni < n � nlarged , the interests of bureaucrats and dispatchers are un-
aligned. Moving �rst, bureaucrats can therefore gain corruption pro�ts at the expense of
dispatchers. In this region, bureaucrats set the indirect bribe level Bd such that the best re-
sponse of dispatchers is �d. In doing this, bureaucrats keep the direct bribe at a level Bc = �B,
such that dispatchers would lose demand to direct corruption if they set any other price than
�d.
The upper limit, nlarged , is determined by bureaucrats comparing pro�ts in this case to the

unconstrained large bureaucracy case. This will generate a discontinuity in prices and also in
the allocations at nlarged , seen in the lower right-hand panel of �gure 3.
47The analytical solution for nlarged is not stated due to a large expression.
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A4: Breaking the rules corruption

The dispatcher demand curve is 1�Max
�
d�Bc
nu

,
d

g � 1

�
. Solving the dis-

patcher problem gives the two response functions, d1 (Bd) =
y

1 + y
Bd+

1

1 + y
(Bc + nu)

and d2 (Bd) =
y

1 + y
Bd +

1

1 + y
(g � 1). The bureaucrats�pro�t maximization

problem and solution is:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � n̂small. Bureaucrats set Bd and Bc to
Max (Bd � np2)

�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

nu

�
+(Bc � np1)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc

nu
� Bc
g � 1� nu

�
)

B̂smallc = np1 +
1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) B̂smalld = np2 +

1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂small = B̂smalld +
n (p1 � p2 + u)
2 (1 + y)

n̂small =
(g � 1) (u+ (p2 � p1) y)

u (p1 + p2y + u)
solves

d̂small � B̂smallc

nu
=

B̂smallc

g � 1� nu

i - Intermediate bureaucracy region, n̂small < n � n̂large

B̂ic =
(g � 1� nu) (2nu+ (g � 1 + np2) y)

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) B̂id = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂i = B̂id +
nu (g � 1� np2)
2 (nu+ (g � 1) y)

Large bureaucracy region, n̂large < n � n̂maxb . Bureaucrats choose Bd to

Max (Bd � np2)
�
1� d2 (Bd)

g � 1

�
)

B̂larged = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2) dlarge = B̂larged +

g � 1� np2
2 (1 + y)

We get n̂large =
g � 1
u

by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for the last 2 case
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